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The extensional viscosity of a dilute suspension of spherical particles (rigid spheres, 
viscous drops or gas bubbles) is computed for the case when the Reynolds number of 
the microscale disturbance motion R is not restricted to be small, as in the classical 
analysis of Einstein and Taylor. However, the present theory is restricted to steady 
axisymmetric pure straining flow (uniaxial extension). The rate of energy dissipation 
is expressed using the Bobyleff-Forsythe formula and then conditionally convergent 
integrals are removed explicitly. The problem is thereby reduced to a determination of 
the flow around a particle, subject to pure straining at  infinity, followed (for rigid 
particles) by an evaluation of the volume integral of the vorticity squared. In the case 
of fluid particles, further integrals over the volume and surface of the particle are 
required. In the present paper, results are obtained numerically for 1 < R < 1000 
for a rigid sphere, for a drop whose viscosity is equal to the viscosity of the ambient 
fluid, and for an inviscid drop (gas bubble). For the last case, limiting results are also 
obtained for R + w using Levich’s approach. 
All of these results show a strain-thickening behaviour which increases with the 
viscosity of the particle. The possibility of experimental verification of the results, 
which is complicated by the inapplicability of the approximation of material frame- 
indifference in this case, is discussed. 
1. Introduction 
It is known that the effective viscosity of a suspension which is subjected to a pure 
straining motion may increase, thus exhibiting the phenomenon which is commonly 
known as strain-thickening. One possible explanation of this phenomenon for a sus- 
pension of axisymmetric prolate particles a t  low particle Reynolds number is that the 
flow causes the particles to be aligned with their axes of symmetry parallel to the prin- 
cipal axis of extension where the force dipole strength is a maximum (Batchelor 1974; 
Hinch & Leal 1975, 1976). 
Strain-thickening may also occur in the case of a dilute suspension of spherical 
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particles if the Reynolds number of the microscale motion is not restricted to be very 
small - the rate of dissipation due to the presence of the particles is a minimum in the 
flow with negligible inertia forces according to Helmholtz theorem. 
A full description of the effective properties of a suspension including inertial effects 
for the microscale motion is, of course, a formidable problem. Such a suspension be- 
haves as a non-Newtonian Auid even in the case of rigid spherical particles with 
negligible interaction (Lin, Peery & Schowalter 1970; Hinch & Leal 1975). The 
contribution to the bulk stress due to the presence of the particles in this case con- 
tains a nonlinear momentum-flux term (Batchelor 1970), and the resulting bulk con- 
stitutive equation is nonlinear in the bulk strain rate. 
Such a suspension may also exhibit ‘memory’, but a discussion of such effects is 
beyond the scope of the present paper, which is concerned only with steady, pure 
straining flow with a uniform velocity gradient. 
So far, there has been published only one theoretical paper (Lin et al. 1970) in 
which the effect of inertia on bulk flow properties is studied. The authors consider 
steady simple shear flow of a dilute suspension of rigid spheres using an asymptotic 
expansion for small, but non-zero, Reynolds number, to analyse the flow around a 
particle. Having obtained the velocity field, they calculate the full bulk stress tensor 
using a general expression given by Batchelor (1970), which contains integrals of 
tensor products of such quantities as velocity, position, stress, etc. 
The present paper deals with the case of small to moderate Reynolds number for 
one particular case - namely a dilute suspension of spherical particles (rigid spheres, 
fluid drops or gas bubbles) which is subjected to steady uniaxial pure straining 
motion with a uniform velocity gradient. 
Batchelor (1970) has provided an expression for the full particle stress tensor. For 
a steady uniaxial extension, however, a single scalar function of rate of strain (the 
extensional viscosity p* )  completely characterizes the constitutive relation. Since the 
rate of strain I’ has the form -; 0 -8). 
.(i -; -!) 
axial symmetry necessarily implies that the stress tensor is coaxial with I’, so that the 
deviatoric stress has the form 
and then CT = 2p*e. 
Now it is convenient here to compute p* from the additional rate of energy dissipa- 
tion in the suspension due to the particles. Batchelor has shown that this approach for 
determining p* necessarily gives the correct result in the present case since the spatial 
distribution of the average ‘microscopic kinetic energy due to the inertia effects’ is 
uniform (Batchelor 1970, equation (4.9)). At the same time it is much easier to compute 
p* using this approach because this computation reduces to evaluation of the integrals 
of two scalar quantities - vorticity squared and surface velocity squared (see (10) 
below). This method is particularly advantageous if the problem is solved numerically 
in the stream-function-vorticity form (as is the case in the present work) since the 
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evaluation of velocity components and actual stress components, which are needed for 
Batchelor's (1970) expression, would require the first and second numerical differen- 
tiations of the stream function - rather inaccurate operations. Also, the energy dis- 
sipation approach enables us to calculate p* very easily for a suspension of inviscid 
drops as R -+ oc ( 5  5).  
2. Rate of energy dissipation 
We consider a dilute suspension of neutrally buoyant spherical particles. These 
particles may be rigid spheres, fluid drops or incompressible gas bubbles (inviscid 
fluid drops). Drops and bubbles may be considered to be held spherical by sufficiently 
large surface tension. Let us suppose that the motion of the ambient fluid, without 
particles, would be a homogeneous and steady axisymmetric straining flow, i.e. 
u=I' .r ,  inwhich I ' = e  (1 0 - 1  1 -!) and e > 0 .  (1)  
We consider an arbitrary volume, V ,  of the suspension which contains a large 
number, N ,  of particles and calculate the additional contribution to the viscous dis- 
sipation within V which is associated with the presence of the particles. The objective, 
as indicated above, is to use the particle contribution to viscous dissipation to deter- 
mine an effective viscosity p* for the suspension, as a function of the particle Reynolds 
number. 
To calculate the rate of energy dissipation we use the Bobyleff-Forsythe formula 
(Serrin 1959). For a volume r of homogeneous fluid of viscosity pi the rate of dissipa- 
tion W, in r is given as 
W, = p i  G2dr+2pi n.[(u.V)u]dS,, (2) 1, L7 
where S, is the boundary of r with outward unit normal n and < is the vorticity 
corresponding to the velocity u. We use subscript i = 1 to correspond to the fluid 
inside the particle and i = 2 to  denote the ambient fluid. 
In the absence of any particles the rate of dissipation WO in volume V due to a pure 
straining motion of the ambient fluid is equal to the second integral in ( 2 )  taken over 
the surface S enclosing the fluid volume V (note, < = 0 in pure straining flow). On the 
other hand, it may also be expressed in terms of the rate of dissipation in a unit volume 
(which is constant) multiplied by V ,  
Wo = 2p2(l":I') V = 12p2e2V. 
Let us denote the rate of dissipation of the pure straining motion in a volume equal to 
that of the particle (ro) as Qo (Qo = 1 2 , ~ , e ~ 7 ~ ) .  We may then write 
wo= (DoN/q5 (3) 
since N70 = Vq5, where q5 is the volume concentration of particles. In  what follows, 
we consider the limit 4 + 0. 
The presence of the particles will change the flow so that a t  a long distance from 
a given particle (at 'infinity') the flow may be written as I'. r + O(q5). 
17-2 
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suspension may be written 
In the presence of the particles, the rate of dissipation W* in the volume V of the 
w* = Q +  wo+w,. (4) 
Here Q is the sum of integrals in ( 2 )  which are taken over the volumes inside and 
outside the particles (where vorticity now exists due to the disturbance flow) and 
over the surfaces of the particles. Note t,hat Q is not the total particle contribution to 
the rate of dissipation. The latter is equal to Q + w, [0( 1) as 9 -+ 01, where w, is the 
change in the value of the integral over the surface S [see (2)] due to the presence of 
the particles. 
Now according to the standard approach to dilute suspension theory (Batchelor 
1970; Jeffrey 1974)) the flow near each particle is that which would exist if the particle 
alone were immersed in an infinite body of ambient fluid with a uniform velocity 
gradient (1) a t  large distances from the particle. Thus, Q may be written in the form 
where 
Here, 7, and A ,  are the volume and surface of the particle, To is the volume external 
to the particle which extends to infinity, n the outward unit normal to A ,  (and, hence, 
the inward normal as far as To is concerned), and u, Gl, c2 the velocity on the surface 
and the vorticity inside and outside the particle with the motion at  infinity obeying (1). 
The O(4)  term in ( 5 )  corresponds to a twofold source of error: first, the substitution of 
the actual average motion of infinity I' . r + O(4) by I' . r and, secondly, the extension 
of the integration of vorticity squared over the volume V to infinity (i.e. over To) 
which is possible owing to the rapid decrease of the disturbance vorticity with distance 
from the particle (see Jeffrey 1977). Note that q is independent of q5 in this dilute limit. 
Thus we have divided the additional rate of dissipation into two parts and one of 
these ( Q )  does not depend a t  O(4)  on the shape of the remote boundary S. It may, in 
fact, be calculated from the problem of flow around a single particle. This division 
is a direct consequence of the Bobyleff-Forsythe formula ( 2 ) ;  the first (volume) 
integral of this formula contains only disturbance quantities which decrease rapidly 
with distance from a particle, while the second (surface) integral contains products of 
disturbance quantities and bulk (pure strain) velocity; the latter increases linearly 
with distance from the particle. 
Insofar as the additional rate of dissipation in V may depend on the shape of the 
boundary S, this dependence is concealed in the quantity w,. We will see, however, 
that the effective viscosity of the suspension may be obtained without calculation of 
w, and therefore the particular choice of S is unimportant. 
Following the basic idea of Einstein, the effective viscosity of suspension p* is the 
viscosity of that hypothetical homogeneous fluid H which, being subjected to the 
same flow at the boundary S as the suspension, has the same rate of dissipation in V .  
Let us compute the rate of dissipation in the volume V of the fluid H in the same 
way, using again the Bobyleff-Forsythe formula ( 2 ) .  Since, by definition, the flow of 
the fluid H at the boundary S is the same as of the suspension, the integral over the 
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surface S in (2) yields the same value as for the suspension [see (4)], but is now multi- 
plied by p* instead of p2, i.e. 
llL* ( wo+ w,). 
P2 
On the other hand, there are no particles in the fluid H ,  and therefore if we try to 
compute the quantity analogous to Q for the fluid H ,  i.e. the volume integral of vor- 
ticity squared, we obtain [see ( 5 ) ,  (6) and following discussion] 
QH = O ( # ) .  
Note that we cannot assert that QH is equal to zero since the flow at the boundary S 
may be incompatible with the irrotational motion of the fluid H in V .  
Thus we have the rate of dissipation in the volume V of the fluid H ,  
P" WH = P2 - ( wo+ w,) + O(#), 
and, by definition of the fluid H ,  
w* = WH. 
Hence 
and recalling that Q = O ( l ) ,  WO = O(l /# ) ,  w, = O(1) as $ + 0: 
Q - O ( # )  = 1+ Nq + O(#) = Q +  Wo+~,-O(4) = 1+ 
cL2 wo + ws wo + w, wo+w, 
So w, cancels explicitly if we are interested only in the solution to the first order in #. 
According to (3) 
cLu*-cL2 q _ -  q e- 
cL2 0 0  P24 0 0 .  
- l +  -4; or -- 
Here the numerator q in the case of rigid particles is the integral of the squared vorticity 
of the disturbance motion multiplied by the viscosity of the ambient fluid; for fluid 
particles q contains also the integral of the squared vorticity inside the particle and 
integrals over the particle surface which depend on the velocity. 
Thus the problem is reduced to obtaining the flow around a particle which is pure 
straining at  infinity, and then determining q from ( 6 ) .  It should be noted that, though 
the additional rate of dissipation due to the presence of a given particle is indepen- 
dent of $ and so may be considered as being O( 1) as $ --f 0, it  can actually reach large 
values depending on the microscale Reynolds number (especially for rigid spheres, 
see $7). These values (and hence the Reynolds number of the microscale motion) 
should be, of course, restricted sufficiently that the foregoing approximations [see (7)] 
remain valid. The restriction may be conveniently expressed as the requirement that 
the relative contribution of the particles to the suspension viscosity (p* -p2)/,u2 must 
be small compared with unity. This simply means that the present approach, being 
a dilute-suspension one, is valid only when the effect of the particles is a perturbation 
(as noted in $ 3  of Batchelor 1971). 
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Though in principle the present work follows the basic idea of Einstein, I would like 
to indicate the difference between his originaI approach and the present one. According 
to Einstein, the total additional rate of dissipation (Q + w, in the present notation) 
should be calculated. This quantity, however, depends on the shape of the remote 
boundary (via ws) and therefore the corresponding integral is not absolutely conver- 
gent. In addition, the calculation of the average rate of strain in the suspension gives 
another nonconvergent integral. This requires the choice of some special shape of the 
remote boundary (spherical, for example), though the final result does not, in fact, 
depend on this shape because the contributions from the nonconvergent integrals 
cancel (see Jeffrey & Acrivos 1976; Jeffrey 1977). 
In  the present approach these contributions cancel explicitly for an arbitrary shape 
of the remot,e boundary before any actual calculations [see (7)]. 
Note that the method used by Batchelor (1967, S 4.11) which reduces the calculation 
of the additional rate of dissipation to an integration over the surfaces of the particles 
is applicable only in the case of R --f 0. 
A further interesting illustration of the importance of an explicit consideration of 
the remote boundary contribution was provided recently by O’Brien (1 979) who 
showed how, using an integration over a large ‘macroscopic boundary’, one can 
circumvent the convergence difficulties arising in the case of suspension of interacting 
particles. 
Note also that, if the particles are of arbitrary shape and orientation, and interac- 
tions are negligible, then, provided we can calculate for each kth particle the quantity 




where C Qk is the rate of dissipation of the pure straining motion (1) in a volume 
equal to the total volume of the particles in V .  
3. On the calculation of the surface integrals in (6) 
These integrals may be reduced to simpler form as follows. 
We note that u is tangential to the particle surface. If we denote the unit tangent 
vector in the direction of the streamline on the particle surface as t, we may write 
a at 
as as as 
u &= ust, (u.V)u = us-(u,t) = u,2-+uU,t-, 
where a las  is the derivative along the streamline. Then 
at 
as 
n.[(u.V)u] = u,2n.-. 
Now, we know from differential geometry (McConnell 1957) that n .  (at/as) = K ( ~ ) ,  
where K ( ~ ,  is the normal curvature of the surface in the direction of the streamline, 
which is equal in magnitude to the curvature of the normal plane section of the surface 
in that direction and is negative if the surface is convex. 
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n.[(u.V)uJ = u,~K(,) .  
Thus, on the particle surface 
So we may write 
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In  this paper we deal only with spherical particles. In this case qn) is constant and 
equal to - l / a ,  where a is the particle radius. 
4. The flow around a sphere embedded in a pure straining motion. State- 
ment of the problem 
Consider a neutrally buoyant spherical particle (rigid sphere, viscous drop or gas 
bubble) immersed in a Newtonian incompressible fluid motion which satisfies (1) at  
infinity. We assume in %he case of drop or bubble that the influence of surfactants may 
be neglected, and that surface tension is sufficiently large that the particle remains 
spherical in the presence of flow. 
In  order to use dimensionless quantities, we introduce characteristic scales: for 
length we adopt the particle radius a, for velocity ea and for the rate of dissipation 
in a volume element ,uze2a3. 
Then we have in dimensionless form 
@,, = 1 6 ~ ;  
q = h 5;d7+2(1-h)  (10) s,. 
Here, h = ,u1/p2 is the viscosity ratio. 
In order to evaluate (9), we need first to determine the flow field in the vicinity of the 
particle. For a spherical polar coordinate system ( r ,  8, E ) ,  with the origin in the centre 
of the particle and axis 6 = 0 directed along the axis of symmetry, the governing 
Navier-Stokes equations may be written in the form 
Here $i is the stream function, d = 2a, and /j is the density. 
Boundary conditions are 
= o ;  = 0; +r3sin~8cos8; 
8=0: r+m &" 
8=0,3s 
On the surface of the particle 
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According to the assumption of neutral buoyancy R, = R,/A (in the limiting cases 
h = 00, i.e. rigid sphere, and h = 0, i.e. gas bubble or inviscid drop, R, does not appear 
in the problem). Thus the problem is determined by two parameters: the viscosity 
ratio h and a single Reynolds number (based on the density and viscosity of an ambient 
fluid) which we will therefore denote as R rather than R,. 
If the problem (11)-(13) is solved for zero Reynolds number, and the result sub- 
stituted into (10) and (9), we obtain the well-known Einstein-Taylor formula 
(P*--P,)/P,q5 = (2.5A+ W ( h +  1) .  
5. Suspension of incompressible gas bubbles (or inviscid dropg at large 
particle Reynolds numbers 
Consider the case h = 0 and R B 1.  Using in an extensional flow an approach devel- 
oped by Levich for the translational motion of a gas bubble a t  high R (see Batchelor 
1967, $5.14), we may approximately determine q for this case from the irrotational 
flow around a sphere, which obeys (1)  a t  infinity, 
$2 = ( ?-- r:) ~ i n 2 8 ~ 0 ~ 8 .  
We have in this case 
us = - 5 ~ i n 8 ~ 0 ~ 8 ;  
and finally (P* -P2)IPzV5 = 9- 
Since at low microscale Reynolds number (,u* -p2)/p2V5 = 1, it  may be said that 
strain-thickening occurs in the case of a suspension of inviscid drops or bubbles, but 
the full relative increase of the effective viscosity due to the increase of microscale 
Reynolds number is not more than ##; we also see that, for either sufficiently small or 
large particle Reynolds numbers, the effective viscosity is independent of strain rate. 
6. Numerical method of solution at intermediate particle Reynolds numbers 
We regard the particle Reynolds number, R, as intermediate if it  is in the range 
1 < R < 1000. In  this case we have to solve the problem (1 1)-( 13) numerically. The 
method which we use here is similar to one used earlier for the problem of translational 
motion of a spherical drop in a quiescent fluid (Rivkind & Ryskin 1976; Rivkind, 
Ryskin & Fishbein 1976). First, we introduce the disturbance stream function $, as 
the unknown in the external region by subtracting the stream function corresponding 
to  the undisturbed pure straining motion 4, = $2 - r3 sin2 8 cos 8; then we transform 
the external region (by .3 = l /r)  into the interior of a circle. The advantages of trans- 
formations of the last type for numerical computations in infinite regions were recently 
demonstrated by Grosch & Orszag (1977). 
The resulting equations are solved via the finite-difference AD1 scheme of the 
Peaceman-Rachford type (Ames 1969; Roache 1972), which exhibits second-order 
accuracy. 
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Let us denote the conventional three-point approximations of the second space 
derivatives as S2/Sr2, P/802 and the centred approximations of the first space deriva- 
tives as 8/&, 8/86. Both these approximations have second-order accuracy on the 
uniform grid used in the present study. 
We are interested only in the steady-state solution, but in order to use an AD1 scheme 
we write the vorticity equation from (1  1) in non-steady form and introduce an artificial 
'time ' derivative in the stream-function equation 
a@* -= E2($J + & r sin 8. 
at 
Following the Peaceman-Rachford approach the finite-difference scheme in the 
internal region may be written as (we drop the subscript 1 for simplicity; superscript 
denotes the iteration) 
cOse +sine sin0 R r 68 sine 6r ' 
c m = - ( - - - +  1 1 4h ----- 181,P 
Here T+ are the iteration parameters ('time' steps). The steady solution is of 
second-order accuracy in space and does not depend on the 'time ' steps, which should 
be chosen in such a way as to give the fastest (optimal) convergence. The scheme in the 
external region is analogous. 
The conditions (13) of continuity of the tangential velocity and stress components 
at the particle surface are approximated as follows (superscript denotes the iteration ; 
/9 = O( 1) is a scheme parameter) : 
for A < 1 
for h > 1 
ST+l = e+p(uF-u;"), 
Sr+l = AyI"+l+ (1  - A)  (u;" + uli") ; 
S?+l = cr+p(uzm-u;"), 
C+' A - 1  
yI"+' = - +  (u;" + up). A A  
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This method of approximating boundary conditions at  the fluid-fluid interface is 
an extension of one given by Dorodnitsyn & Meller (1968) and Israeli (1970) for a 
solid-fluid interface. It has a simple physical interpretation which dictates the proper 
choice for the sign of p. At every stage of the computations at which the continuity 
of tangential velocity is not satisfied, the local vorticity is adjusted proportionally to 
the magnitude of the velocity jump, which is itself equal to the strength of the corre- 
sponding vortex sheet a t  the drop surface. The subsequent diffusion and convection 
of vorticity lead to a smoothing of the velocity discontinuity. 
The normal derivatives at the boundaries [e.g. the tangential velocity in (la)] are 
calculated with second-order accuracy using one-sided three-point formulae. All the 
computations were performed with a 81 x 41 grid. 
Some numerical experiments with the scheme outlined above were done using 
‘frozen’ boundary values of the vorticity. The scheme turned out to be stable (at 
R < 1000) for essentially arbitrary ‘time’ steps (experiments weye\done for 10-3 < r5, 
r$ < lo2). It was found that r5 = r$ = 1 gave an adequate rate of convergence (several 
tens of iterations with an essentially arbitrary initial guess). No attempt was made to 
determine the optimum sequence of parameters (see Ames 1969). 
For the entire problem, with the boundary values of the vorticity determined by 
(14), an adequate rate of convergence was obtained with 
1 if m < 150, 
0.1 if m > 150. 
p =  3 and r $ =  1 ,  r 5 =  { 
Approximately 200-400 iterations were necessary for convergence, starting from 
the irrotational initial field. 
7. Numerical results and discussion 
The computations were done for gas bubbles or inviscid drops ( A  = 0 ) ,  drops of the 
same viscosity as the ambient fluid ( A  = 1) and rigid spheres ( A  = 00) and for Reynolds 
numbers R = 1, 20, 100, 400, 1000. The results for larger R (400, 1000) are, of course, 
only approximate, since the grid is too crude for these R. 
Some comments on the assumption of sphericity of the drop seem appropriate here. 
The deformation of the drop is governed by some dimensionless group which should 
include surface tension y, rate-of-strain magnitude e ,  drop diameter d and some or all 
of the remaining parameters, viz. viscosities pl and ,uz and density p. 
Obviously this deformation group cannot be a product of some powers of Reynolds 
number and surface tension alone because this product is not dimensionless. This 
means that, however high the Reynolds number and however low the surface tension, 
this deformation group can always (in principle) be made arbitrarily small by some 
choice of the other parameters. Thus the assumption of sphericity can be justified in 
principle for arbitrary surface tension and Reynolds number. 
In practice, of course, the situation is different, since all the parameters lie within 
some reasonable ranges. Let us consider an example of a drop (d = 0.1 cm) of organic 
liquid (say, CCI,) in water (or vice versa) so that p1 z p2 w 0.01 g cm-l s-1, p 
M 1 g C M - ~  and y w 50 dyn cm-l. The rate of strain corresponding to R = 1000 is 
then e = 1000 s-1. Now, according to the results of drop deformation theory (Taylor 
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FIGURE 1. The quantity (p* -pz)/p2q5 &s a function of the microscale Reynolds number. h = 0, 
the suspension of inviscid drops; A = 1, the suspension of drops whose viscosity is equal to the 
viscosity of the ambient fluid; h = a, the suspension of rigid spheres. Left-hand arrows: the 
Einstein and Taylor results for corresponding viscosity ratios h ; right-hand arrow : the result 
for the suspension of inviscid drops at R 
i 
1 ($5) .  Broken line: 0.44Ri. 
1934), the relative deviation from sphericity is of the same order as the dimensionless 
group edp,/y and is therefore about 2 yo in the considered case, which is acceptable. 
Note that in the case of high R it would be more likely for deformation to depend 
upon another dimensionless group, viz. pe2d3/y, which may change the above con- 
clusion. However, no theory or experiment for this case is currently available. 
The results of the computations are shown in figure I ,  plotted in terms of 
(p* -pz)/pz$ versus R. The left arrows show the Einstein and Taylor results for the 
corresponding viscosity ratios A. The right arrow shows the result of 95. 
Some predictions of the behaviour of the quantity (p* -pz)/pz$ as a function of R 
(for given A )  can be made on the basis of the Helmholtz minimum dissipation theorem 
(Batchelor 1967, $4.8). In particular, at any R + 0 this quantity should be larger than 
a t  R = 0 (i.e. larger than the Einstein-Taylor result for the same A ) .  This means 
strain-thickening a t  low Reynolds numbers; however, the monotonicity of this func- 
tion of R is not guaranteed by the Helmholtz theorem and hence a t  higher R the 
strain-thickening is predicted only in a sense of point-wise comparison with the zero- 
Reynolds case. 
The numerical results agree with the above predictions and in addition show that a 
dilute suspension of spherical particles exhibits strain-thickening in the whole inter- 
mediate range of strain rates corresponding to values of R in the range 1 < R < 1000. 
This effect increases with A and becomes rather considerable for rigid spheres. 
For this latter case we can estimate (p* -p2)/,uzq5 a t  large strain rates as follows. 
According to the present computations of the flow field, there is no noticeable flow 
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separation a t  the particle surface even for rigid sphere at R = 1000 (the vorticity 
distribution on the hemisphere surface does not change sign). The reason for this 
behaviour is, perhaps, the unusual character of the pressure field in the irrotational 
uniaxial extensional flow over a sphere - though on the sphere surface the pressure, 
as usual, is increasing from the point of maximum velocity (6 = 45') to the stagnation 
point (0 = 0') ; this behaviour changes very rapidly with increasing distance from the 
sphere surface to a situation in which the velocityis increasing from 6 = 45" to 0 = 0", 
and pressure is decreasing. Since the boundary layer for R Q 1000 a t  this part of the 
sphere surface is not very thin, the imposed pressure a t  its external boundary is 
decreasing, and separation does not occur. 
Now we can roughly estimate q by means of boundary-layer theory. We estimate the 
thickness of the boundary layer as S N a/R*; the vorticity in it as c2 - eajlb N eR*; the 
volume of the boundary layer as a26 and q as 
Thus we have 
1 a q - -p2 (eR*)2a2- -Ra. 
P2e a R+ 
The numerical results for a rigid sphere are approximately proportiTna1 to R* for 
larger R (see figure l) ,  and this fact allows us to estimate the coefficient in (15) as 
w 0.44. This result is indeed very rough but may be useful for correlation of experi- 
mental data. 
For an inviscid drop (or incompressible gas bubble) the numerical results a t  
R = 1000 are in good agreement with the asymptotic theory of $ 5 .  
It is interesting that the creeping-flow solutions of Einstein and Taylor turn out to 
be rather accurate up to R w 1 - their results differ from the numerical ones by w 1 %. 
For the case of translational motion (Rivkind & Ryskin 1976; Rivkind et al. 1976) the 
corresponding difference at  R = 1 is w 10-15 yo. 
It is worth emphasizing that the present results are valid only for a steady axi- 
symmetric pure straining flow. This restricts severely the practical utility of the 
present quantitative results and complicates the problem of experimental verification. 
Indeed, insofar as I am aware, there is no data published which could be directly 
compared with the present results. 
The main difficulty is not that the strain rates would need to be large. Indeed, for 
particles of diameter 10-l cm in water the necessary rate of strain is in the range from 
1 s-l to 103 s-1, which looks feasible, though the question may arise at  this point 
whether the macrojlow will be stable if the microflow has R = 103. This question cannot 
be answered a t  the moment because there has been no direct investigation of the 
stability of axisymmetric straining flow. However, Pearson (1959) has stated that 
'an axisymmetric contraction is probably the most effective type of contraction for 
reducing the relative turbulent intensity' and this may suggest that it is more stable 
than flows with mean vorticity. 
The main difficulty is that virtually all achievable viscometric flows are flows with 
appreciable vorticity (e.g. simple shear flow). In  order to understand why this con- 
stitutes a problem, let us first discuss some peculiarities of the steady pure straining 
flow. This flow is steady also in a Lagrangian sense, i.e. in a frame of reference rigidly 
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connected with the particle and moving with it along the streamline of the pure 
straining macrojRow (the frame of reference which is, in fact, used in the statement of 
the problem in $4)) the microJow around the particle is always the same, namely 
a flow which is a uniaxial extension with fixed magnitude and fixed directions of the 
principal axes far from the particle. This fact allowed us to look for a single scalar 
function (p* -p2) /p2$ of r (and thus of R) and toignore all other possible effects. Note, 
for example, that ‘ memory’ effects may appear at  non-zero Reynolds number due to 
the existence of afinite relaxation time for the unsteady microflow comparable to 
the characteristic time of the macroflow (as R + 0, the former is the time of vorticity 
diffusion pd2/,u, and is much smaller than the latter). 
The results of Einstein and Taylor for an extensional flow are unchanged by the 
addition of vorticity since the particles are isotropic, and the microflow is inertialess. 
At non-zero Reynolds numbers, however, the flows are not superposable (owing to 
nonlinearity) and thus the present results cannot be verified by shear flow experiments. 
Note, for example, that simple shear flow is not steady in the Lagrangian sense -the 
axes of rate-of-strain rotate with respect to the particle. In addition, as shown in the 
appendix, for a suspension with micro-inertia, the approximation (‘principle ’) of 
material frame-indifference (Truesdell & No11 1965) is also invalid, and therefore ex- 
periments in which some part of the fluid is undergoing solid-body rotation in addition 
to pure strain are also inappropriate, even if the microdow (i.e. pure strain) is steady 
in the particle frame of reference. 
Lin et al. (1 970) have presented theoretical results for a suspension with weak 
inertia in simple shear flow, and their work gives a considerably greater deviation from 
Einstein’s theory for Reynolds numbers of O( 1) than is obtained in the present study. 
It is, of course, possible that this is a simple consequence of applying Lin et al.’s (1970) 
asymptotic theory a t  a Reynolds number which is too large. More likely, in my opinion, 
is the possibility that the difference is a consequence of the presence of vorticity in 
shear flow. Since superposition of vorticity is not applicable in the presence of micro- 
inertia, there is no reason to expect that the two results should be the same at any 
non-zero Reynolds number. 
The author is greatly indebted to Professor L. G. Leal, Professor W. R. Schowalter 
and Dr J. M. Rallison for the very helpful discussions and comments on the earlier 
draft of this paper. The author is also most grateful to Professor G. K. Batchelor for 
a very interesting discussion and to the referees for the useful comments and criticisms. 
Appendix. On the applicability of the approximation of material frame- 
indifference in suspension mechanics 
By G. R Y S K I N  A N D  J. M. RALLISON 
The approximation of material frame-indifference (AMFI; usually called ‘principle ’) 
is frequently invoked in discussion of constitutive relations for non-Newtonian 
materials (Truesdell & No11 1965; Astarita & Marrucci 1974; Bird, Armstrong & 
Hassager 1977; Truesdell 1977; Schowalter 1978). In simple terms, the approximation 
asserts that the constitutive behaviour of a local material is invariant to rigid-body 
motions. On the other hand, in at  least two problems the AMFI has been shown not to 
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be valid: by Lumley (1970), in a discussion of turbulent (but local) constitutive 
relations; and by Brenner & Condiff (1974) in considering the transport properties of a 
suspension of orientable particles in overall rotation (say in a centrifuge). The question 
therefore arises as to the validity of the AMFI for suspension-like materials in general, 
and for that discussed in the body of this paper in particular. (If the AMFI is valid, 
then, as Barthbs-Biesel & Acrivos 1973 have demonstrated, the results from one flow 
can be generalized to others.) 
The AMFI may be stated in two forms, requiring the invariance of the constitutive 
equation (1) to a superimposed rigid motion of the body (material) or ( 2 )  to an arbitrary 
motion of the observer (Truesdell & No11 1965; Truesdell 1977). We will first consider 
the ‘ invariance to rigid motion’ form. 
The instantaneous motion of a macroelement of material (which contains many 
suspended particles but is nevertheless small in comparison with the suspension 
as a whole) may be divided into two parts: rigid-body motion (translation and rotation) 
and pure straining motion. Let us consider the microdynamics (as is commonly done 
in suspension mechanics) in a frame of reference translating and rotating with the 
rigid-body motion of the macroelement. The microdynamics in this, in general, non- 
inertial frame of reference is not invariant to a change to an inertial frame of ref- 
erence (i.e. to a change of rigid-body motion), and so neither is the stress-strain 
relation for the suspension. 
An example is the problem discussed in the body of this paper. The rotation of a 
macroelement of the suspension will change the structure of the microscale fluid 
motion around a particle (indeed, if sufficiently rapid it may even generate a Taylor 
column in the microflow). The disturbance due to the presence of the particles will 
thus be greater as a result of the rotation and so the quantity (,u* -,uz)/,uzq5 as measured 
by the additional energy dissipation will presumably be increased. 
Reverting to a discussion of a general suspension, then, it is important to recognize 
the apriori conditions under which the AMFI is applicable. For the purpose of estima- 
tion we consider only one part of the fictitious body force acting in a non-inertial frame 
(Batchelor 1967, §3.2),  namely the Coriolis term. (The terms connected with the 
translational and centripetal accelerations may be included in a modified pressure for 
an incompressible fluid.) 
Now, for a suspension, there is a fundamental microscale length, d say, associated 
with the particle size. This is assumed small in comparison with the macroscale L. For 
neglect of the Coriolis term in comparison with viscous forces in determining the stress 
(i.e. for validity of the AMFI), however, we need E-l = Qd2/v  < 1, where Qis a typical 
angular velocity of the macroelement with respect to an inertial frame of reference 
and v the kinematic fluid viscosity (E-1 is the reciprocal microscale Ekman number). 
This is plainly independent of the requirement d / L  < 1.  We note in passing that, in the 
phenomenological analysis of the behaviour of local materials, d does not appear 
as such and, since the concept of an idealized ‘contact force’ for the stress in a local 
material implies d -+ 0, both requirements are satisfied simultaneously and the AMFI 
holds (though the double nature of this assumption is not generally made explicit). 
For the kinetic theory of a hard-sphere gas, d may be taken as the mean free path 
and the analogous group is that obtained by Lumley (1970) by considering the motion 
of the molecules. He shows that it is negligibly small under ordinary conditions, thus 
justifying the AMFI for a hard-sphere gas. The same conclusion is not valid for a 
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suspension, however. In particular, the length of the Taylor column in the foregoing 
example is proportional to E-1 (Greenspan 1968), and the quantity (,u*-,uz)/,uz$ is 
thus a function of E-l (presumably increasing). 
Hence, the AMFI is valid for a suspension-like material only if the reciprocal 
Ekman number of the microscale motion E-l = Qd2/v is small enough, where fi 
characterizes the angular velocity of the rigid-body rotation of a macro-element 
relative to an inertial frame of reference. This rotation may exist due to vorticity of 
the macro-element or rotation of the material as a whole, or both. 
Consider now the second form of the AMFI, the invariance of the constitutive 
equation to motion of observer. An important distinction must be drawn at  this point: 
plainly, material behaviour and properties cannot depend upon the motion of an 
observer, but this affords no a priori ground to suppose that the description of such 
properti2s is similarly invariant. In particular, the functional form of the constitutive 
equatiori appropriate for a given observer might be expected to depend upon his 
motion relative to an inertial frame (in an analogous fashion to the modification of the 
equation of motion for such an observer). 
For a suspension with a non-zero microscale, d ,  such is indeed the case. In analysing 
the microdynamics which gives rise to the constitutive behaviour, a non-inertial 
observer must, of course, include ‘fictitious’ body forces by virtue of his own motion, 
and these are not frame-indifferent. In consequence, if Qd2/d is significantly different 
from zero (where is now the observer’s rotation relative to an inertial frame) the 
form of the constitutive equation will be significantly affected. Thus, if d =/= 0, it  is 
clear that for a sufficiently non-inertial observer the AMFI is always invaiid. 
This conclusion is at  first sight worrying since we may always postulate an observer 
who accelerates arbitrarily rapidly, and this suggests that the AMFI is of no practical 
usefulness. In  fact, however, to choose such an observer is merely perverse: the 
inclusion of fictitious body forces in the macroscopic equation of motion, and the 
modification of the constitutive equation are precisely what are needed to nullify the 
effect of his acceleration and so have no effect on the material behaviour. In  other 
words, provided that the first form of the AMFI holds, so that micro-inertia is negli- 
gible for accelerations of the Suspension relative to an inertial frame (E-1 = Rd2/v -g i) ,  
consideration of the effect on the constitutive equation of fictitious forces which 
would be included by a non-inertial observer is unnecessary, and we may put d = 0 
for convenience. Only then does the AMFI become valid in its second form. In this 
sense, the ‘invariance to observer’ is clearly less fundamental than the first, ‘invariance 
to rigid motion ’ form of the AMFI. 
Now, considering flow of a suspension, we note that in most practical cases the 
magnitude of the vorticity is of the same order as the magnitude of the strain rate, 
and therefore E-l is comparable to the Reynolds number for the microscale flow. 
Thus the AMFI is not applicable in the situation considered in the main body of the 
present paper, nor in the ‘small inertia’ analysis of Lin et al. (1970). 
BarthBs-Biesel & Acrivos (1973) have attempted to generalize the latter results to 
other linear flows. Their assumption that the Jaumann derivative is appropriate to 
describe the time evolution of the structure must be called into question, however. 
Doubtless, their results provide a useful approximation, but the invalidity of the 
AMFI for systems with micro-inertia indicates that use of the Jaumann derivative 
may not be adequate. 
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I n  the most common case of a suspension with negligible micro-inertia (R < 1)  
the AMFI i s  valid except perhaps if the suspension is in rapid rotation as a whole. 
We can estimate the order of the angular velocity a t  which the effect of rotation may 
become noticeable. For particles with d N" 10-1 cm in water (v x om2 s-1) we get 
E-' = 1 s x Q, which means that very moderate rotation of 1 s-l is enough for an 
appreciable effect while a rotation of 100 s-l may cause drastic changes in the quantity 
(P* -Pz)IPz$. 
The authors wish to  thank Professor L. G. Leal, Professor W. R. Schowalter, 
Professor G. Astarita, Dr E. J. Hinch and Professor G. K. Batchelor for their helpful 
remarks concerning the applicability of the AMFI. 
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